CHAPER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

Based on the discussion above, the researcher concludes as follows:

1) The Benjamin MacDonald character is the protagonist character, the dynamic character, the complex character and the major character. His characterization are known as a boy who can interact with animals and people.

2) The psychological conflict of Benjamin MacDonald is his responses with animals around him. Many people said that he is unnormal. It is because of Benjamin MacDonald got stimulus from the environment which influences in his learning processes.

3) The way for giving stimulus to Benjamin MacDonald is determining his behaviour in his growth. The researcher found the environment factor gives a bigger stimulus to Benjamin MacDonald than stimulus from his family.
B. Suggestion

This research is about the dominance of environment in learning processes of Benjamin MacDonald in *Incident at Hawk’s Hill*. The researcher realizes that this research is still far from the perfection. After finishing this research, the researcher wants to give some suggestion for the other researcher who wants to conduct relevant researches in the future.

It is possible to other researcher to analyze this novel in different ways. It might be use the other theory of psychology aspect. they also can use this matter to be analyze with any side. It is because of this novel is kind of novel which has many values that can be analyzed in other side deeply.

That is suggestion from the researcher who is interested to analyze same object. The researcher hopes this research can give benefit for the reader who read it.